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REVIEW ARTICLE

Quantum Well Cells for Thermophotovoltaics
J.P. Connolly and C. Rohr
Experimental Solid State Physics, Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College London,
SW7 2BW, UK
Abstract.
Quantum well cells (QWCs) are p - i - n photovoltaic devices with multiple quantum
wells (MQWs) inserted in the intrinsic region. They show the desirable characteristic
for thermophotovoltaics (TPV) of an easily tuneable bandgap. This is highly relevant
because the bandgaps of homostructures are restricted by the range of lattice matched
substrates available. As a consequence bulk structures cannot be tuned to desirable
narrow band emission spectra. QWCs, however, display tuneable bandgaps from
several points of view. Firstly, the MQW band-edge is inherently tuneable by changing
well depth and dimension. More signiﬁcantly, strain compensated MQW systems allow
lattice mismatched layers to be deposited without the formation of dislocations. This
permits a much greater range of compositions and hence band-gaps than are obtainable
with lattice matched systems. We ﬁrst review the fundamental understanding of
spectral response and dark current of the QWC and describe the initial proposal of
QWCs for TPV before examining subsequent work on lattice matched InGaAsP/InP.
Design limitations of the lattice matched materials can be eliminated by applying strain
compensation techniques to strained materials. We show dark current measurements
for lattice matched and strained systems with dark currents lower than other promising
TPV designs despite longer wavelength absorption edges. This work has recently
produced a QWC capable of reaching the Holmia narrow band emission peak at
wavelength 1950 nm which shows the promise of this approach for TPV.

PACS numbers: 78.66.Fd, 68.65.+g, 85.60.Bk, 73.61.Ey, 81.05.Ea

1. Introduction
The quantum well cell (QWC) is a photovoltaic device with a multiple quantum
wells system (MQW) inserted in the intrinsic region of a p - i - n cell [1]. Carriers
photogenerated in the quantum wells (QWs) escape with high eﬃciency thereby
enhancing the short circuit current Jsc compared to an identical cell without wells known
as a barrier control [2]. A bulk cell with the same bandgap as the quantum wells (known
as a well control) can absorb the same range of wavelengths and produce a similar Jsc .
However the dark current in such a bulk cell is greater than that of the QWC. As a
consequence studies of the dark current have suggested that the Jsc increase in QWCs
may more than compensate the increase in dark current giving rise to highly eﬃcient
cells.
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QWCs have inherent advantages for TPV due not only to better voltage
performance but also to a ﬂexible bandedge applicable to long wavelength operation.
Each period comprised of wells and barriers can be designed so that the strain in the
former is balanced by strain of opposite sign in the latter in a technique known as strain
compensation or strain balancing. This allows growth of cells made from material with
a much wider range of compositions for which no lattice matched substrates exist.
QWCs are therefore unique in that they can be tailored for a particular incident
light spectrum. Finally, these cells show better temperature coeﬃcients of eﬃciency
with temperature than bulk cells which is of particular interest for TPV [3, 4].
2. Fundamental studies
2.1. Photocurrent enhancement
Early work on QWCs [2] looked at solar applications in AlxGa1−x As with GaAs QWs
and presented modelled experimental quantum eﬃciency (QE) of such devices showing
the increase in Jsc due to the presence of wells. The theory explains this by assuming
100% escape eﬃciency for carriers photogenerated in the wells. This assumption is
reported valid as long as a ﬁeld is maintained across the wells. The accurate modelling
of measured QE conﬁrms the theoretical description of the densities of states in the
QWC. This model has been extended to allow for strain eﬀects in the barriers and wells
[5] using modelling work to be published.
Serdiukova et al [6] present a model speciﬁcally applied to Inx Ga1−x As MQWs
for TPV looking at strained wells (x > 0.6) kept below their critical thickness. The
work presents a QE model together with dark current calculations and does not include
experimental data. The model predicts that Jsc enhancements of up to a factor of 2
are possible over the bulk In0.53Ga0.47 As baseline lattice matched to InP, with eﬃciency
increasing from 4.5% to 9% as a result for a 1500K blackbody spectrum. It then predicts
very high eﬃciency limits, for example 42% for a 2000K blackbody spectrum though
details concerning this upper limit are incomplete.
The two models show essentially similar results for spectral response when compared
for the available results published. The main conclusion is that QWs boost Jsc
signiﬁcantly in a way which is well understood in lattice matched and strained materials.
2.2. Dark current
The QWC shows promise for photovoltaic applications if the increased Jsc due to the
QWs is not negated by an increase in dark current.
Experimental and theoretical analysis of the electroluminescence (EL) of
GaAs/InGaAs and AlGaAs/GaAs single quantum well (SQW) devices has been
presented by Nelson [7]. This analysis suggests that the electron and hole quasi-Fermilevel separation (∆Ef ) in the wells is less than the applied bias by a few tens of meV,
whereas in the barriers ∆Ef is equal to the applied bias. In this model the carrier
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concentrations in the wells are lower than expected if carrier populations are described
by the applied bias. As a result the reduced recombination and hence dark current
suggests that the QWC is an eﬃcient photovoltaic design.
Of particular relevance to TPV is a temperature dependent study for double-well
AlGaAs/GaAs QWCs [8]. Signiﬁcantly, ∆Ef was found to rise with temperature.
It is suggested that this is due to thermally assisted escape from the wells under
an applied ﬁeld, and that the dark current will rise less quickly with increasing
temperature than bulk cells. Experimental measurement and analysis of photocurrent
and photoluminescence data provide evidence for temperature dependent escape in
InGaAs/InP [9].
Nelson et al [10] have successfully modelled the dark currents of SQW cells with
dark currents dominated by non-radiative recombination in the intrinsic region. The
approach outlined in Ref. [10] has been extended to MQWs subject to the depletion
approximation [11] where the authors suggest a reduced ∆Ef in the wells to explain
the dark currents. Similar results were subsequently found in In0.53Ga0.47As QWCs
lattice matched to InP [12]. The value of ∆Ef in these MQW cases was higher than
previous work on SQW cells though the authors suggest this is an overestimate due to
the depletion approximation.
3. Lattice matched QWCs applied to TPV
The application of QWCs to TPV was ﬁrst proposed by Griﬃn et al [13] and
independently by Freundlich [14].
Griﬃn has noted that available bulk materials cannot be perfectly matched to
available spectra and the application of QWCs is suggested, since the bandgap is readily
tuneable by adjusting the dimensions of the QWs and their depth. Two QWC systems
were studied. The ﬁrst (QWC-A) comprised 15 In0.53Ga0.47As wells, the second (QWCB) 60 quaternary Inx Ga1−x Asy P1−y wells, both lattice matched to InP. When compared
to a double-heterostructure control with an In0.53Ga0.47As i layer under a simulated
Ytterbia spectrum, QWC-A showed an increase in Voc by a factor of 1.7. QWC-B was
compared to QWC-A and showed an increase in Jsc by a factor of 2.4, and no signiﬁcant
loss in Voc .
Further work has examined QWCs for TPV in quaternary Inx Ga1−x Asy P1−y lattice
matched to InP [15]. The QWC is compared to another promising technology which is
the monolithic-interconnected-module (MIM) design. Although the QWC bandgap is
slightly greater than the InGaAs MIM cell, it is found that the QWC dark current is
orders of magnitude lower (see ﬁgure 1).
This leads to predicted eﬃciencies of the QWC being better than that of the bulk
InGaAs MIM and bulk GaSb under many spectra as indicated in table 1 assuming a
back surface reﬂectivity of 100% (see below).
As these QWCs also perform well under solar illumination it is suggested they could
be used in hybrid solar-TPV systems [15].
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Figure 1. Dark current comparison for lattice-matched and strain-balanced QWC,
bulk InGaAs, and GaSb

4. Strain compensated cells
The longest wavelength absorption edge possible with the lattice matched system is
about 1700 nm corresponding to In0.53Ga0.47 As. However smaller bandgaps are required
for lower temperature operation with selective emitters such as Thulia or Holmia having
a peak emission at about 1750 nm and 1950 nm respectively. Figure 2 shows the progress
in extending the spectral response of the QWC compared with bulk lattice matched
In0.53Ga0.47 As as described in this section.
4.1. Strain balancing
A subsequent approach to reach longer wavelengths than obtainable with lattice matched
material has been investigated. This is the concept of strain compensation or strain
balancing [18, 19] and should take elastic constants into account, particularly if the
strain is high. In a multilayer structure, lattice mismatched layers can be grown with
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Figure 2. Quantum eﬃciency data for a bulk In0.53 Ga0.47As cell, lattice matched
QWC and two strain compensated QWCs showing the progressively longer wavelength
bandedges achieved.

alternating tensile and compressive strain. If the growth is such that the stress at
successive interfaces is opposite in sign and equal then an arbitrary number of periods
can be grown. For highly strained materials the strain energy must be kept below
a critical value, however, to avoid the onset of three-dimensional growth [20]. This
constraint and its consequences for well composition and dimensions limit the extension
of absorption to about 2100 nm.
In practice the stress balancing puts stringent requirements on growth. Although
these practical reasons set a limit on the number of multilayer periods, the structure is
primarily constrained by background doping which limits the maximum i region width
which can sustain a built in ﬁeld.
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Spectrum
AM1.5G (100x)
2000K blackbody
1500K blackbody
MgO emitter
Erbia (1500nm ﬁlter)
Holmia

6
InGaAs bulk InGaAsP
MIM
GaSb
QWC
16
11
5.0
13
37
4.5

16
11
5.6
15
37
5.4

20
12
4.8
16
46
4.1

1770 nm
QWC

2100 nm
QWC

17
13
6.6
22
42
6.6

23
17
10
29
34
24

Table 1. Comparison of predicted eﬃciencies (in %) of lattice-matched bulk InGaAs
MIM, GaSb, a lattice-matched InGaAsP QWC, and a 1770 nm and a modelled
2100 nm strain-compensated QWC with simulated back-mirror and zero front surface
reﬂectivity, under various spectra normalised to 100 kW/m2, and 5 % grid shading
[16, 17].

4.2. Development
Rohr et al [21] have presented a successful MQW grown in this manner but balancing
the strain without accounting for the diﬀerent elastic constants in barriers and wells.
This work presents modelling comparing the strain compensated QWC with the Inx Ga1−x Asy P1−y QWC reviewed above, a GaSb and again a MIM device. Comparisons
under a wide range of spectra including solar, black body and narrow band emission
spectra are given in table 1.
In all cases the predicted QWC result outperforms the bulk devices. Under some
spectra the earlier lattice matched design shows eﬃciencies higher than the strain
compensated design because of the bandgap of the latter being lower than that required
to match the relevant spectrum. Overall this work suggests that a strain balanced QWC
with appropriately designed band structure is equal or superior to lattice matched QWCs
and to bulk devices.
Experimental results [5] support this and extend the balancing by taking account of
material elastic stiﬀness constants. The device grown extends response to slightly longer
wavelength than GaSb and signiﬁcantly further than the InGaAs MIM design. In this
case however the QWC result is extrapolated for optimisations. These are reasonable,
consisting of using the model to ﬁt the experimental QE and applying an anti-reﬂection
coat and a planar reﬂecting back surface subsequently seen in other samples [22, 23] as
discussed below.
The extended response of the strain compensated QWC again outperforms MIM
and GaSb cells in all spectra (see table 1). This is mainly due to the lower measured dark
current [5]. The lattice matched QWC is preferable however in solar and higher energy
spectra such as Ytterbia because of its higher bandgap, consistent with the original aim
of extending the spectral response of the QWC.
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4.3. Optimisation for Thulia (1750nm)
Device optimisation has been considered with the initial requirement that the spectrum
should be at a moderate temperature which is more desirable from a systems point of
view. This means that QWC design has concentrated on extending the long wavelength
response to match long wavelength narrow band emitter spectra.
Whereas the early work concentrated on black body, Ytterbia and Erbia spectra, a
desire to allow lower temperature combustion has moved attention to Thulia (emission
centred on 1750nm) and Holmia (1950nm) spectra.
The strain compensation methodology has been extended to account for the
diﬀerent elastic properties of barriers and wells [19]. Comparisons presented by Abbott
[23] examine the performance of bulk InGaAs and of QWCs with progressively lower
QW bandgaps.
The successful growth and characterisation of a stress balanced QWC comprising 40
wells and extending absorption to 1950nm which covers the Thulia spectrum adequately
is reported [23]. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements reveal no
visible dislocations originating from the highly strained barriers and wells showing that
the stress compensation technique is applicable to a large number of QW periods.
Concerning dark currents, a more moderately strained QWC comprising 30 strain
compensated In0.62Ga0.38 As wells with an absorption edge at 1800 nm has a dark current
below that of the lattice matched bulk In0.53Ga0.47As p - i - n cell [5, 23]. While the
dark current of the highly strained QWC is higher the authors suggest that this may
be partly due to poor quality overgrowth and surface morphology despite the good QW
interface quality as shown by the TEM measurements.
Furthermore, reﬂection from the metallic contact on the back surface plays a
signiﬁcant role in the spectral response of these cells [22]. The eﬀect is very signiﬁcant
for these structures, since the thin MQW layers cannot absorb all the incident light with
a single pass and the number of MQW periods is constrained by the limits imposed on
practical i region widths due to unintentional background doping. It follows that light
trapping techniques are particularly relevant to these structures. The eﬀectiveness of this
technique can easily be improved, and should readily attain reﬂectivities approaching
100% instead of the 65% observed with appropriate choice of substrates and processing
steps to ensure a specular back surface.
Three diﬀerent indications suggest that the back surface reﬂectivity is about 65%
in the case of Ref. [22]. Firstly, direct reﬂectivity measurements appear signiﬁcantly
higher than expected for InP below the bulk and QW bandgaps. Secondly, a multilayer
analysis was applied and requires the same back reﬂectivity to reproduce experimental
results. Finally, modelling of the QE including internal reﬂections requires the same
value to reproduce the measured QE in all three samples.
All three cells have similar bulk response although the 30 well QWC is slightly lower.
The eﬃciency under a Thulia spectrum increases from 11% for the lattice matched bulk
InGaAs p - i - n to 13.3% for the 1800 nm 30 QW sample and then to 18.1% for the 40
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QW sample with a bandedge at 1975 nm despite its relatively poor dark current.
4.4. Optimisation for Holmia (1950nm)
The response of the QWC has been extended to wavelengths suitable for systems based
on the Holmia emitter which has an emission peak at about 1950nm. In this case the
barriers and wells are more highly strained laying higher demands on growth accuracy.
A two well sample has been successfully grown and characterised [24] with a composition
of about 74% indium in the wells resulting in strain at about +1.44%.
TEM measurements again show sharp MQW interfaces, and atomic force
microscopy measurements show surface morphology within tolerances. The MQW
widths are shown to be above their nominal widths but within their critical thicknesses.
Cathodoluminescence measurements show a peak at 2040nm which is consistent
with the modelled QE, conﬁrming the accurate description of the MQW band-edges in
the modelling. It has therefore been shown that strain compensation can extend the
absorption edge beyond 2000 nm.
Carrier escape studies have been performed on lattice matched InGaAs QWCs
[9]. For this highly strained 2 QW sample similar studies show that not all the
photogenerated carriers are collected, contributing to poor electrical performance under
illumination [24]. The carrier collection improves with increasing temperature, although
it is shown to remain incomplete at 100◦ C. The authors speculate that transport
problems could be partly responsible. By contrast, in the strain compensated QWC
with 40 QWs and an absorption edge of 1975 nm described above, eﬃcient carrier
escape has been observed at room temperature and around zero to modest forward bias
[23].
5. Conclusions
The work reviewed has shown that the QWC shows desirable characteristics for TPV
applications.
Firstly, two methodologies have shown that QWCs show promising voltage
behaviour, and studies have shown that carrier escape from the wells is in general good.
Of relevance here is the temperature studies carried out to date detailing advantages in
the QWC design for operation at higher temperatures.
Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, the QWC design is unique in allowing the
bandgap to be tailored and hence making it possible to optimise the spectral matching
between TPV cell and light spectrum. This is because the well/barrier lattice opens the
possibility of growing strained layers on available substrates.
Work on this design has shown promising results. QWCs have demonstrated dark
currents lower than relevant bulk cells with comparable or higher bandgaps. As a result,
eﬃciencies projected for the QWC in a range of spectra are higher than available bulk
alternatives.
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The Jsc of the QWC to date is constrained by the limited number of periods
that can be grown because of restrictions on the i region width. Evidence of light
reﬂections suggest a solution to this issue through having more than one light pass.
This phenomenon should be easily optimised by a combination of choice of substrates
and processing steps ensuring back reﬂectivities approaching 100% and structural light
trapping schemes ensuring multiple light passes through the structure.
We conclude that the application of the QWC to TPV applications shows promise
because of the temperature, voltage, and variable absorption edge characteristics of this
design.
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